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Happy 100th birthday to us! Together, 
we get to celebrate this significant 
milestone in our history that not many 
companies experience. Looking back 
over the past year, the challenges we 
faced together while living through 
the COVID-19 pandemic — as a world, 
a nation and a company — were 
unlike anything we have collectively 
experienced in a long, long time. I’d 
never in a million years wish for another 
global pandemic to happen, but it was 
gratifying to see people come together 
and support one another in the face of 
adversity. 

Nowhere was that more apparent 
than at White Castle. I am so proud 
of our entire team for your resiliency, 
dedication and hard work during a very 
difficult time. Everyone adapted and 
found a way to keep going, showing 
how the human spirit can prevail. 
We supported each other and our 
communities, and we continued to 
create memorable moments during a 
time most of us would rather forget. 

White Castle fed the souls — literally  
— of the people who sacrificed their 
own health and safety during the 
pandemic to ensure the rest of us 
were taken care of. Over the course 
of the year, we provided more than $1 
million worth of complimentary meals 
to healthcare workers, delivered more 
than 15,000 free Sliders to hospital, 
grocery store and retail food workers, 

A note from Lisa Ingram, 
President & CEO

and gave 20% discounts to educators, 
grocery store employees and other 
front-line workers. We also organized 
two fundraisers to support restaurant 
workers impacted by the pandemic, 
contributing $35,000 to the National 
Restaurant Association’s “Restaurant 
Employee Relief Fund” and “Change is 
on the Menu” campaign.

Our actions in 2020 reflected the 
principles and values my great-
grandfather, Billy Ingram, had when he 
founded White Castle 100 years ago. 
From the very beginning, he operated 
the company with a commitment 
to ethical and transparent business 
practices as well as a deep respect for 
his team members, his customers and 
the communities that supported him. 
These principles remain at the heart of 
our company today, even now in the 
fourth generation of family ownership. 

This report describes our corporate 
social responsibility activities and 
achievements over the past year. It 
is impressive to see how much our 
team has accomplished, especially 
in such stressful and uncertain times. 
It’s an honor to lead and be part of a 
100-year-old family-owned business 
that has such a long legacy of ethical 
practices and a genuine commitment 
to social responsibility.

Long Live Sliders,





White Castle, America’s first fast-food 
hamburger chain, has been making 
hot and tasty Sliders as a family-
owned business for 100 years. Based in 
Columbus, Ohio, White Castle started 
serving The Original Slider® in 1921. 
Today, White Castle owns and operates 
more than 360 restaurants dedicated 
to satisfying customers’ cravings 
morning, noon and night and sells its 
famous fare in retail stores nationwide. 
The Original Slider®, named in 2014 
as Time magazine’s most influential 
burger of all time, is served alongside a 
menu of creatively crafted Sliders and 
other mouthwatering food options, 
including White Castle’s Impossible™ 
Slider, named by Thrillist in 2019 as 
the “Best Plant-Based Fast Food 
Burger.” White Castle’s commitment 
to maintaining the highest quality 

About 
white castle

products extends to the company 
owning and operating its own meat 
processing plants, bakeries and frozen-
food processing plants. White Castle 
is known for the legendary loyalty of 
its team members, more than 1 in 4 of 
whom have worked for White Castle for 
at least 10 years, and of its faithful fans, 
affectionately referred to as Cravers, 
many of whom compete each year for 
entry into the Cravers Hall of Fame. 
The official White Castle app makes it 
easy for Cravers, especially members 
of the Craver Nation customer loyalty 
program, to access sweet deals and 
place pickup orders any time. Cravers 
can also have their orders delivered 
using one of White Castle’s delivery 
partners. For more information on 
White Castle, visit whitecastle.com.

Since
1921



FAST FAcTS
About White Castle

00
Years in Existence 360

Total Restaurants

Over

15
Number of states with 
White Castle restaurants, 
including Florida as of 
May 2021

50
Number of states 
with retail product 
availability

1987
Year that White Castle 
launched its retail 
division

10,000
Number of team members

4
Number of 
generations of 
family leadership Number of Original Sliders sold in 

2020 (Restaurant & Retail)

97
Number of years providing 
health insurance for team 
members

>1M
Value of free meals 
given to healthcare 
workers in 2020

1,980
Number of team members 
who have worked for White 
Castle for more than 10 years

239
Number of members in 
the Cravers Hall of Fame

719,428,000
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Castle Shares, Naturally Focused and 
Diversity & Inclusion are the three 
initiatives that form our corporate 
social responsibility program. 
Through Castle Shares, our corporate 
philanthropic program, we give back 
to our communities, donating millions 
of dollars and thousands of hours to 
support causes and organizations 
important to our team members. 
Naturally Focused reflects White 
Castle’s commitment to making 
responsible business choices that are 
mindful of our planet’s resources. Our 
Diversity & Inclusion initiative ensures 
equitable opportunities for all team 
members, customers and suppliers. 

In 2020, we brought these three 
initiatives under one umbrella we 

call Castle Social Responsibility. 
This is a White Castle-friendly term 
synonymous with corporate social 
responsibility, which describes the 
way companies incorporate social, 
economic and environmental concerns 
in business operations and interactions 
with stakeholders. 

White Castle has been practicing the 
tenets of these initiatives long before 
each of them had the formalized 
names we call them today. In some 
cases, they’ve grown organically over 
the years; in other cases, we’ve made 
intentional decisions to incorporate 
them into our business operations. 
Either way, operating as a socially 
responsibility business has always been 
a hallmark of White Castle. 



Castle
Shares
White Castle has a long history 
of philanthropy, starting with our 
founder E.W. “Billy” Ingram. Billy felt 
strongly that the company should 
invest in the future of others and give 
back to the communities where we 
operated. 

In 1949, he launched the Edgar W. 
Ingram Foundation, now known as the 
Ingram-White Castle Foundation, as 
a mechanism for supporting worthy 
projects and programs. As someone 
who valued education, he was 
particularly interested in providing 
opportunity to those who hungered 
for knowledge, independence and 
self-sufficiency. That’s why the 
foundation has given grants primarily 
to education-related efforts, programs 
that address critical human needs and 
initiatives that help disadvantaged 
students achieve academic success. 
Since the foundation’s inception 
more than 70 years ago, its guiding 
principles have become an integral 
part of our company’s culture. 
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Jamie Richardson, vice president of 
marketing and public relations, coined 
the name “Castle Shares” in 2005 to 
encompass both the Ingram-White 
Castle Foundation’s grantmaking and 
White Castle’s corporate philanthropy. 
Every year, the two entities combined 
donate more than $2 million to 
charitable causes, community groups 
and nonprofit organizations. 

In 2020, we worked closely with MBA 
candidates from Emory University’s 
Goizueta Business School to evaluate 
our corporate giving identity. A key 
takeaway from the Emory team’s 
research was that our team members 
want to be more involved in how 
we give back, or “feed the souls,” in 
our communities. From that study, 
we introduced a renewed purpose 
statement for Castle Shares: “feeding 
the souls of our communities and 
team members.” Whether feeding the 
souls means providing an actual food 
donation or supporting initiatives with 
our hearts and hands, we seek to make 
a difference in the lives of our team 
members and in the communities we 
serve. 

Castle Shares



Vice President of Restaurant 
Operations Chis Shaffery partnered 
with Corporate Relations Manager 
Erin Shannon to create and launch 
this renewed method of leveraging 
our customers to raise funds for our 
charitable partners. Through our 
roundup program, customers can 
round up their bills to the nearest 
dollar, with the extra amount going to a 
charity. Despite the pandemic, our test 
from October 2020 through January 
2021 exceeded all expectations, 
raising more than $697,000 for Autism 
Speaks. During 2021, our roundup 
program will support at least 48 
nonprofit organizations systemwide, 
with each district raising money for 
the charitable causes most important 
to their respective team members and 
communities.

castle shares
roundup

volunteerism
White Castle is celebrating its 100th 
birthday throughout 2021, and as part 
of our celebration, we’re encouraging 
our team members systemwide to 
volunteer their time and talents with 
organizations and for causes they 
care about. Our home office, every 
manufacturing facility and each district 
in our restaurant division will donate at 
least 100 hours of team members’ time 
to volunteer activities. 

Our 2020 Castle Shares Roundup 
campaign — in the midst of the 
pandemic — raised more than 
$697,000 for Autism Speaks
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Supporting our team members has 
always been an important part of 
White Castle’s culture. Following the 
devastation on the East Coast from 
Super Storm Sandy in 2012, White 
Castle established the Team Member 
Relief Fund to help those who were 
impacted by the storm. Since then, 
the fund has helped numerous team 
members struggling with financial 
issues. In 2020, as the COVID-19 
pandemic upended everyone’s 
lives, the relief fund was a particular 
blessing to many team members who 
found themselves in need of monetary 
assistance. Other team members 
generously supported the relief fund, 

donating $314,000 to support 
their fellow team members 
during a time of great anxiety 
and need.

team member
relief fund

Our #whitecastleteam 
donated $314,000 to 
support their fellow team 
members in need

Castle Shares



In October 2020, we lost a beloved general manager, Amanda 
Rush, who was tragically killed during an attempted robbery. 
Amanda had worked at White Castle since 2006 and was a 
dedicated team member and supportive leader, well known 
for her commitment to developing others. Following her tragic 
death, White Castle created an academic scholarship to honor her 
legacy. Going forward, the Amanda Rush Scholarship Fund for 
Future Leaders will award a $2,500 academic scholarship each 
year to a central Ohio student studying restaurant management 
who demonstrates the hard work, talent and heart for hospitality 
that were the hallmarks of Amanda’s leadership.

amanda rush
scholarship 

fund
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White Castle has provided support 
to many national organizations 
including Autism Speaks as well as 
numerous other charitable causes, 
through financial contributions, in-
kind donations and volunteer time. In 
recognition of the commitments of 
our team members over our first 100 
years, in 2021 White Castle committed 
to focus corporate philanthropy on 
engagement with those organizations 
and causes with which our team 
members are most passionately 
involved.

corporate
contributions

Education has always been the 
backbone of the Ingram-White Castle 
Foundation’s grantmaking program. 
In 1989, the foundation established 
the White Castle Team Member 
Scholarship, providing team members, 
their spouses and their dependents 
an opportunity to receive funding 
for higher education. Over the past 
31 years, the foundation has awarded 
more than 1,000 scholarships totaling 
over $2 million, helping team members 
and their family members reach their 
educational goals. In celebration of 
our 100th birthday, we will award our 
largest scholarships ever in 2021 — two 
$40,000 scholarships ($10,000 a year 
for four years). In addition, we have 
opened eligibility for the scholarship 
program to part-time team members. 

team member 
scholarship

The foundation has awarded 
more than 1,000 scholarships 
totaling over $2 million

Castle Shares



Team Member comments
Having a giving nature is a value I live by and 
instill in my children. Being part of a company that shares this 
belief with me makes me extremely proud to be part of.

Anonymous

“ ”
It makes me feel very proud that my workplace is 
participating in giving back to our communities.

Adriana (New York) ”“
I find it very rewarding and empowering to 
work for a company that gives so much to its local communities.

Brian (Real Estate Department)“ ”
I feel proud to work for a company that focuses so much on giving back to the 
communities we are a part of. The work we do brings me great joy and happiness. There is no greater feeling than 
giving back to a community that helps us. 

Lonna (Indianapolis) ”“
I’m proud to work for a company that gives back to the 
local communities, it’s my favorite part of the job.

Valerie (St. Louis)“ ”
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White Castle’s interest in environmental 
sustainability issues goes back a long 
way, even before the word sustainability 
entered our business lexicon. A 
1941 House Organ newsletter, for 
example, featured commentary from 
a Castle operator talking about the 
importance of minimizing waste, not 
just to save money, but also to ensure 
the availability of precious resources 
needed for the country’s national 
defense program. In the 1960s, White 
Castle began implementing continuous 
improvement processes, like reusing 
cardboard shipping boxes, to reduce 
our impact on the environment. 

Naturally
Focused

Since then, sustainability has become 
one of the world’s most pressing 
issues. White Castle has responded 
by implementing sustainable business 
practices that meet the needs of our 
company without compromising 
economic, social and environmental 
conditions. We branded these 
practices “Naturally Focused.” 



Naturally Focused

Environmental 
Sustainability Materiality 

Matrix

This matrix displays all the environmental sustainability issues and their 
priority to White Castle customers and team members. 

Importance to White Castle (Company, shareholders and Team members)

Low Priority High Priority

The Slider Sustainability Team’s first 
task was to identify and prioritize, 
according to our values and degree 
of importance to our business, the 
sustainability issues most important to 
our internal and external stakeholders. 
We asked our team members and 
customers which environmental 
sustainability attributes were 
important to them and to White Castle. 
Their responses revealed that food 
safety, food quality, food affordability 
and employee welfare are most 
important to our stakeholders. Above 
all else, they want an affordable, safe 
and good-quality product served from 
a happy team member. The second 
group of priority areas included animal 
welfare, supply chain accountability, 
responsible sourcing, food waste and 
packaging. Chemical management, 
water usage, energy usage and land 
management were the third focus 
area. White Castle will continue to 
focus on each of these environmental 
sustainability activities within the next 
few years.
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Water Usage

Energy Usage
Land Management

Chemical Management

Food Affordability

Food Waste

Packaging
Supply Chain 
Accountability

Employee Welfare

Food Quality
Food Safety

Responsible Sourcing

Animal Welfare



LEEd 
certification

Our new Home Office was awarded LEED® Gold certification for interior improvements. LEED, or Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design, is the most widely used green building rating system in the world and an international symbol of excellence. 
Developed by the U.S. Green Building Council, LEED certification ensures buildings employ design, construction and operations 
practices that improve environmental and human health. White Castle achieved LEED Gold for implementing practical and measurable 
strategies and solutions, such as:

Energy-efficient heating, ventilation and air conditioning 
systems.

Environmentally friendly and healthy building materials and 
finishes, such as carpet, paint and ceiling tile.

Enhanced indoor air quality features, such as optimized 
air filters and dedicated exhaust on areas with chemicals, 
cleaners and printing operations.

Interior office spaces and conference rooms with movable 
or demountable wall systems and desks, assuring less waste 
and demolition when retrofitting spaces.

Electric car charging stations.

Reusable cups, plates and silverware 
in the waste-free café. 

Low-flow plumbing fixtures in the 
water closets, lavatories, breakroom 
sinks and showers.

Efficient and long-lasting LED lighting 
throughout the building.
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PAckaging
improvements

waste
reduction

White Castle is working to reduce the 
amount of waste we generate and 
send to landfills. We continually pilot 
food waste reduction programs in 
different regions where a composting 
infrastructure is available. The food 
waste from these pilots is sent to a 
composter that blends food waste 
with yard waste to make nutrient-rich 
soil enhancements. Additionally, our 
manufacturing facilities have donated 
food to local food banks and inedible 
bread dough and buns to be converted 
to food pellets for animals.

Throughout our 100-year history 
our food packaging has changed 
dramatically. Until the 1960s, our 
Castles served food only on reusable 
ceramic plates and cups. As customers 
started to take food home, we offered 
paper boxes and bags to help keep 
the food hot and tasty. We have 
maintained the tradition of using paper 
boxes and bags while adding other 
packaging to accommodate different 

menu items. Currently our brown 
paper sacks and Crave Cases 
are made from 100% recycled 
material that can be recycled again 
where facilities exist. As trends and 
customer preferences change, and 
as new foodservice packaging is 
developed, we will continue to examine 
our packaging needs and preferences. 
Currently we are evaluating our plastic 
bag and straw usage and piloting a 
transition to paper straws and carryout 
bags in a few Castles.

Naturally Focused



recycling
sustainable

sourcing policy
We created a new sustainable 
sourcing policy that outlines our 
supplier standards and highlights 
how we continuously strive to 
achieve industry best practices for 
minimizing deforestation, conserving 
resources, reducing our impact on 
the environment and assuring the 
humane treatment and welfare of 
animals. The policy reinforces many 
of White Castle’s already established 
sustainable sourcing practices, such 
as making Crave Case packaging 
from 100% recycled content, using 
unbleached paperboard for our retail 
packaging and committing to using 
cage-free eggs by 2025, a goal we 
have already achieved in some of our 
regions.

White Castle continues its years-long 
practice of donating unused marketing 
material to schools and educational 
organizations in the communities 
where our restaurants are located. 
The schools, in turn, use the material 
in their art rooms and classrooms. 

In addition, more than 92% of 
our Castles have a recycling 
program for paper, glass, metal and 
plastics. The Castles’ used cooking oil 
is also converted to biodiesel fuel at a 
refinery.  Our manufacturing facilities 
separate and recycle all shrink wrap, 
carboard boxes, and plastic strapping. 
Efforts like these to recycle and 
upcycle material reduce our impact on 
the landfills.

White Castle’s Naturally Focused 
initiative reinforces our strong 
commitment to sustainability. We 
want to embrace sustainability in 
everything we do. Naturally Focused 
allows us to continue to develop our 
sustainability strategy and make 
decisions that are based on their long-
term environmental, economic and 
social impacts.
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For the past five years, we have been tracking our greenhouse gas emissions 

(primarily carbon dioxide) as well as our water and energy use per 
sandwich. The data shows that our greenhouse gas emissions 
have been steadily declining each year, while the number of 
sandwiches we produce per water and energy use has increased. We love to 
see these results, which can be attributed to:

tracking
greenhouse gases and
energy use

Installing more energy efficient 
equipment in our Castles and 

manufacturing facilities.

Remodeling and rebuilding older 
Castles.

Switching to LED lighting.

Increasing production at our plants, 
which maximizes output during 

energy usage.

Adding a second production line 
at our retail food products plant in 

Vandalia, Ohio.

Implementing energy conservation 

efforts at our Castles. 

Sandwiches/BTU Sandwiches/CCF Water

16 17 18 19 20

1000

2000

3000

Sandwiches
/Units

White castle Sandwiches Produced Per Utility

Naturally Focused



White Castle formed an interdisciplinary group to better respond to the increased focus and interest in this area from 
our team members, customers and industry. Led by Shannon Tolliver, our environmental sustainability manager, this 

team is charged with identifying new ways to integrate sustainability practices into White Castle’s business operations.  

Shannon Tolliver 
Corporate Support, Project lead

Jeff Channell 
Supply Chain Management

Marie Cottrell 
Marketing

Jenna Khourie 
Retail

Kelly Merchant 
Information Systems

Tony Miranda 
Operations Services

Zach Plannick 
Manufacturing

Chris Shaffery 
Restaurant Operations

Joey Vagnier 
Business Intelligence

Anthony Joseph 
CAO and General Counsel 
(executive sponsor)

slider sustainability team
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Team Member comments

I personally work to cut down my own carbon footprint, so working with a company 
that does the same makes me feel pleased with my decision to work in the White Castle company.

Lonna (Indianapolis)“ ”

It’s great to know White Castle is committed to help be around for many years 
to come and worries about our footprint and how we can improve.

Zenaida (New York) ”“

[White Castle’s commitment to Naturally Focused]  makes me feel happy because 
we work with many of today’s youth and we are teaching them these habits that will become routine.

Shelly (Chicago) 

“ ”

Makes me feel safe, and proud that they care and help to find ways to save.

Anonymous ”“
Go Green!

Hilda (New York)“ ”
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White Castle has always been an organization that promotes, values 
and embraces diversity and inclusion. We employ a diverse workforce, 
operate in diverse communities, serve a diverse customer base, and 
work with a diverse group of suppliers and partners. We also strive to 
create an environment that is supportive and respectful of all people 
and provide equitable opportunity for all team members, customers 
and suppliers.

In 2017 Anthony Joseph, now Chief Administrative Officer & 
General Counsel, led the formation of the Diversity & Inclusion (D&I) 
Committee to underscore our commitment to these principals. Today 
the team, led by Bozana Byers, continues its objective of integrating 
our commitment to diversity and inclusion in all aspects of White 
Castle’s operations, leveraging our strength in diversity to attract and 
retain a workforce representative of Craver generations everywhere, 
communicating our progress and celebrating our successes.

Diversity & Inclusion



Diversity & Inclusion Team

Bozana Byers 
Team Member Services, Project Lead

Susan Converse 
Internal Communications 

Samantha DeMeter
Team Member Services

Anindita Ghosh 
Information Systems

Aaron Lahman 
Marketing

Christopher Shaffery 
Restaurant Operations 

Tyler Smigelski
Marketing

Nathan Wright 
Training & Development

Anthony Joseph 
Executive Sponsor
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Although the D&I 
committee is relatively 
new, this pillar of Castle 
Social Responsibility 
took center stage during 
much of 2020, a year in 
which civil protest led to 
greater urgency for and 
a focus on racial equity.

Diversity & Inclusion



ceo action for
diversity & inclusion

CEO Action for Diversity & Inclusion 
is the largest CEO-driven business 
commitment to advance diversity and 
inclusion within the workplace. This 
commitment is driven by a realization 
that addressing diversity and inclusion 
is not a competitive issue, but a societal 
issue. Recognizing that change starts 
at the executive level, nearly 2,000 
CEOs of the world’s leading companies 
and business organizations — including 
White Castle CEO Lisa Ingram — have 
signed on to leverage their individual 
and collective voices to build a more 
diverse and inclusive workplace.
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compensation
study

We conducted our fourth annual 
compensation survey to ensure our 
policies and procedures lead to 
equal pay rather than disparity in 
pay based on race, gender or age. 
The 2020 survey, which analyzed our 
general manager, crew manager and 
district supervisor positions, found no 
disparate impacts.

seasoned
perspectives

Company leaders shared a series 
of personal essays about their 
experiences with racism and racial 
inequality on our internal blog 
White Castle Connects. The essays 
marked the first time many of them 
publicly shared their stories, which 
included instances of disrespect from 
customers, parental fears for their 
Black sons and discrimination from 
financial institutions. Team members 
said the essays gave them a better 
understanding of what others have 
gone through and more appreciation 
for the grace these leaders displayed 
in the face of prejudice and racism.  

Personal 
essays on 
racism marked 
the first time 
many of 
them publicly 
shared their 
stories

Diversity & Inclusion



training &
education

With education and training the focus 
of most of our D&I related activities, 
we leverage our partnership with the 
Women’s Foodservice Forum to send 
approximately 40 team members 
each year to this foodservice-
centered conference geared 
toward professional and leadership 
development. We also leverage our 
partnership with the Multicultural 
Foodservice & Hospitality Alliance 
(MFHA) to bring various speakers to 
our annual leadership conferences to 
talk about D&I topics like unconscious 
bias. We are in the process of using 
training materials created by MFHA to 
roll out unconscious bias training to all 
managers as part of the CEO Action 
for Diversity & Inclusion pledge.

days of
understanding

The agenda for this three-day 
systemwide event covered empathy, 
unconscious bias and shared 
experiences, topics designed to 
promote understanding within the 
White Castle family. We got this 
program through our involvement 
with CEO Action for Diversity & 
Inclusion and adapted it to fit our 
population. Virtual breakout sessions 
brought together team members to 
discuss their perspectives about social 
inequities impacting all segments of 
our team member population. About 
90% of participants said they’d like this 
program to become an annual event.

About 90% of participants 
said they’d like Days of 
Understanding to become an 
annual event
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supplier
diversity

We are focused on our commitment 
to ensure White Castle’s spending 
supports and reflects the diversity 
of the communities we serve. These 
initiatives include a continuation of our 
2019 construction team commitment to 
achieve certified minority and women-
owned business subcontracting goals 
on all projects; our purchasing team’s 
completion of a comprehensive vendor 
minority spending survey, which 
led to the establishment of annual 
spending targets for White Castle; 
and our marketing team’s use of 
minority and female-owned agencies, 
including Crossmedia and Paul Werth 
Associates.

home office
events

We take every opportunity we can 
to celebrate all aspects of diversity 
and finds ways for our home office 
team members to get involved. Some 
of our key events include the Martin 
Luther King Jr. Day of Service, a virtual 
service project for Big Brothers Big 
Sisters’ Camp Latino Week, a Veteran’s 
Day parade, Stonewall Columbus Pride 
support and our annual multicultural 
movie and discussions. We also help 
create awareness for our community 
partners’ service and volunteer 
opportunities.

Diversity & Inclusion

We are committed 
to ensuring our 
spending supports 
and reflects the 
diversity of the 
communities we 
serve



60% 66%71%

% female 
employed by 
White Castle 

% female in 
management 

% of team 
members overall 
who identified 
as non-white 

Company
Overall

Team Member Diversity
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91% White
6% Black
3% Hispanic
71% Male
29% Female

oFFICERS & DEPARTMENT HEADS

Restaurant 
Regional directors

50% White
50% Black
50% Male
50% Female

Restaurant 
district Supervisors

62% White
22% Black
8% Two+ Races
5% Hispanic
3% Asian

44% White
40% Black
8% Hispanic
3% Two+ Races
3% Asian
2% American Indian
81% Female
19% Male

Restaurant 
general Managers

Plant managers
74% White
13% Black
13% Hispanic
87% Male
13% Female

Diversity & Inclusion



2021 Team Member survey

92% Responded that people at White Castle are treated fairly 
regardless of their sexual orientation.

90% Responded that people at White Castle are treated fairly 
regardless of their race.

90% Responded that people at White Castle are treated fairly 
regardless of their gender.

88% Responded that White Castle management supports diversity 
in the workplace. 

83% Responded that people at White Castle are treated fairly 
regardless of age. 
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Team Member comments
I am extremely proud to work for a company that makes this so 
important in every White Castle. 

Brianda (Minneapolis)“ ”
It makes me extremely proud to work here and excited to continue my career 
here tp help progress things in this area. 

Mylissa (St. Louis) ”“
I am extremely happy that White Castle looks beyond color, sex, education and income levels when 
reaching out to us and making sure that everyone has a fair opportunity to advance and succeed. 

Zenaida (New York)“ ”
It makes me feel wanted, because you look around and there are people of all races working together as one. 

Anonymous ”“
I appreciate their commitment to our D&I initiatives and I am 
very proud of their efforts so far. 

Brian (Real Estate Department)“ ”





NATURALLY FOCUSED

Led by Shannon Tolliver 
Environmental Sustainability Manager

Shannon joined White Castle in 2009 
as the Social Responsibility and 
Environmental Sustainability Manager. 
She directs and manages the company’s 
sustainable sourcing program and its 
environmental sustainability initiatives 
to reduce waste, energy and water 
usage. She also leads programs to 
engage and educate team members 
and customers in environmental 
sustainability.

CASTLE SHARES

Led by Erin Shannon 
Corporate Relations Manager 

Erin, who joined White Castle in 1998, 
oversees White Castle’s corporate 
giving and is the company’s liaison for 
the Ingram-White Castle Foundation. 
Erin is instrumental in connecting 
White Castle with our team members 
and the communities we serve. She 
leads the efforts on our White Castle 
team member relief program and our 
White Castle scholarship program for 
team members and their dependents.

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION

Led by Bozana Byers
Director, Team Member Services

Bozana began her career with White 
Castle in September 2004. As the 
director of team member services, 
she uses her collaborative leadership 
approach to develop, implement and 
manage all human resource functions, 
ensuring they’re aligned with the 
company’s values and strategic 
goals. Bozana is a Senior Certified 
Professional through the Society of 
Human Resources Management.  



A Kid Again
Action for Children
Autism Speaks
Bridgeway Academy
BrockStrong Foundation
Catholic Social Services
Columbus Partnership
Columbus Speech and Hearing
Columbus State Community College
Community Shelter Board
Godman Guild
Illinois Restaurant Association
Leadership Columbus
LifeCare Alliance
Marine Corps Scholarship Foundation
Ohio CPA Foundation
Ohio Dominican University
OhioHealth
Ohio Northern University
Second and 7 Foundation
Star House
United Way of Central Ohio
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From Anthony Joseph
Chief Administrative Officer & General 
Counsel 

We hope you are inspired by our 
Castle Social Responsibility initiatives 
and that you will take advantage of 
opportunities to become more directly 
engaged with those CSR programs 
that resonate best with your interests 
and passions. These are fluid programs, 
meaning the various initiatives will 
evolve as the demands of team 
members, customers, our industry, 
the environment, and new innovations 
require. But our commitment to the 
CSR’s three pillars – Castle Shares, 
Naturally Focused and Diversity & 
Inclusion – won’t waver. We’ll continue 
to share news and information about 
CSR, so look for updates throughout 
our 100th year and beyond. 

I would especially like to thank all the 
team members who contribute their 
time and energy beyond their work 
duties to bring these initiatives to life.  

 
 
 

If you have questions about our CSR 
or what it entails, please reach out to 
MyVoice@whitecastle.com. You can 
also directly contact Erin Shannon, 
Shannon Tolliver or Bozana Byers 
with any program-specific inquiries or 
comments.

Acknowledgment: Special thanks to 
Erin, Shannon, Bozana and Susan 
Converse who prepared this report 
with the assistance of Paul Werth 
Associates and Canvaas Consulting.

our Work continues




